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Conservation Volunteer tasks scheduled this month:
New faces always welcome! If you would like to join in with a group for the 
first time, please get in touch with the relevant ranger to confirm details. 
Also see: www.elcv.org.uk/dates/

Yellowcraig Dave; dwild@eastlothian.gov.uk
Aberlady John; jharrison@eastlothian.gov.uk
North Berwick Sam; sranscombe@eastlothian.gov.uk
Path Warden team task Duncan dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk
Dunbar CVs Tara/Laura; dcv@eastlothian.gov.uk

Please send in ideas, feedback or content for the next ‘Best boot forward’ to kbaird@elothianmail.net
Apologies for any omissions, inaccuracies and typos. 

Giant Hogweed and Anne © Sylvia B.

TRIPS & TRAINING 
Get strumming on your strimmers! Duncan is offering strimmer 
training during July to any volunteers who need or want. If you are 
interested, please email dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk by 6th July and a 
suitable date will be made.

September Bug Trip! A guided tour of the National Museum of 
Scotland’s invertebrate collections. Find out how specimens are 
curated and cared for and take a look at some of the fascinating 
collections. Possible dates are 11th, 13th or 25th sept in the afternoon. 
Email me if interested, with any date preferences by July 13th. We will 
car share to get there (Granton, Edinburgh)

Save the Date! This year our VOLLY JOLLY will be on 1st September. 
Entertaining, fun and informative with free lunch thrown in. Full 
details to follow …

Phew what a scorcher! This time East Lothian is managing to defeat the easterlies (just about) and see some warm, if 
not hot, sunshine. Schools break up this week and the holiday season well and truly begins.  This will inevitably bring 
more visitors to our shores – lets hope they are responsible and tidy ones – to enjoy the wonderful landscapes East 
Lothian has to offer and that Countryside Volunteers help to maintain. As a thank you for all this hard work, a date for 
the Volly Jolly has been fixed for 1st September so save the date and come along if you can. Location and activities are 
yet to be confirmed, but it’s a worthwhile use of a Saturday for the lunch and the chat alone!
Meanwhile, whether you are a vacationer or a staycationer, enjoy the start of summer, keep a look out for wildlife on 
your travels and let us know what you see!  I know Facebook isn’t for everyone, but do consider joining the ELCV 
facebook group and contributing to it. It is an easy way to share volunteering news and wildlife sightings with other 
volunteers. If you can’t face the facebook you can also follow its news feed from the ELCV website: www.elcv.org.uk
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Volunteer activity
Removing invasive Japanese Rose from Aberlady left a painful impression on most peoples hands even through gloves

North Berwick Conservation Volunteers getting ready for action

Path warden team task at 
Ormiston. Cutting back 
overhead vegetation, brush 
cutting and having lunch.

Crime scene.  The culprit? Giant Hogweed of course

Aberlady volunteers join forces with 
RSPB to look for rare marsh plants

Weeding tree 
tubes at 
Yellowcraig

Aberlady plant surveyors try out a slightly new 
methodology

Planking 
continues, this 
time at Belhaven



Storm Hector

The day we had Storm Hector I walked my dogs 

round the Law at teatime, when it had calmed a little 

and noticed a tree had fallen at the top of what 

Duncan calls the 'south paddock'.

The previous evening when I walked my dogs round 

the Law I took my ragwort fork and cleared all the 

ragwort beneath the tree. Glad Hector waited until 

the following day! From outside the trunk looked 

healthy but once felled it looks hollow and rotten. The 

tree will be left as wildlife habitat. The following 

morning the ponies had spotted it and were soon 

investigating. Sylvia B

A Willow Blocking the Tyne Path (at Hailes)

Made just passable 

with hand tools

But with the right tools..

Anything is possible!Dave Q



ALL of us doing a Lil bit, and a Lil bit more again, adds up to a big difference for our environment, say Sarah 
Bronsdon and Louise Hastie of Lil, one of East Lothian’s newest eco-minded social enterprises. 
Lil, which derives from Lower Impact Living, aims to inspire everyday sustainability. 

It does this through events such as the Seaweed Hunt and litter pick for World Ocean’s Day (pictured), speaking 
to schools, litter picks and other events. Lil also provides stylish, quality products, especially for those looking to 
lower their impact: from reusable coffee cups, shampoo and soap bars, reusable straws, refills for eco cleaning 
products and unpackaged dry goods (muesli, rice, oats, lentils, dried fruit – more to come). Lil delivers in East 
Lothian with plastic free or recycled packaging.
Find out more, or shop online at www.dolilthings.org. Say hello in person at various pop ups and events around 
the county; find out where they’ll be next on their website or by following them on social media @DoLilThings; 
email hello.lilthings@gmail.com

Top Swaps:
10 Lil Things You Can Do
• BYOB – bring your own bags. You probably already do. Most of us avoid the charge on plastic bags by taking 

our own shopping bags. 
• Buy yourself and your family a refillable water bottle, preferably steel rather than plastic. In the UK, 16 million 

plastic bottles go to landfill every day (on 2016 figures). Imagine how many don’t even make it to a bin and 
end up in our oceans! 

• Go reusable. Some 500 billion coffee cups go to landfill every year. Take your own reusable eco-ffee cup and 
own cutlery. Ask your local takeaway if you can bring your own containers. 

• Compost: put kitchen scraps, tissues and more to good use in the garden. Or take advantage of East Lothian 
Council’s food waste scheme. 

• Refuse straws if you can, or carry your own. Lil has bamboo or steel. Estimates put single use straw use 
somewhere between 4.4 billion to 42 billion per year. 

• Switch to natural plant-based soap bars, as well as shampoo, conditioner and shaving bars. If you’re not ready 
for a soap bar, switch to refillable options and keep using the same bottle. 

• Tidy up litter anywhere: pick up ‘3 for the sea’ every time you walk, be it the beach, a hike, the daily commute 
or school run. 

• Go loose. Avoid unnecessary plastic packaging wherever you can. Ditch the plastic produce bags, use local 
suppliers who can accommodate you and your own containers. 

• Switch to eco cleaning products* as you run out. Look for natural, environmentally neutral cleaning products 
in compostable or refillable containers. Or you could make your own if you’re keen (we love vinegar + bicarb).

• Let us know how you’re getting on @DoLilThings or hello.lilthings@gmail.com and share it with your friends, 
families, strangers on the street.

*not all eco cleaning products were created equal. Speak to us about it or see www.goodshoppingguide.com

LIL is a new East Lothian venture which may be of interest to some. Here is a brief 
introduction to who they are and, possibly preaching to the converted, some top tips 

for helping reduce our impact on the environment.  

P.S. I’ve reproduced this for news and interest purposes but should probably add that LIL produces are not endorsed by 
Best Boot Forward  
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Out & About

Giant Hogweed on the Tyne

in flower --- --- --- --- no longer
Dave Q continues his Giant Hogweed quest, plants by plant. 

NB This plant has nasty sap which can cause painful blisters so only 
tackle it yourself with proper protection…

Tickety-boo! 
The Tick season is well 
and truly upon us, so 

PLEASE be sure to check 
your self after you have 
been out and about and 
(carefully) remove any 
ticks you find. If a tick 
has been feasting on 

you, keep a look out for 
a bull’s-eye rash at the 
site of the bite and/or 
flu-like symptoms over 
the following month or 

so, which might indicate 
Lyme’s disease – see 

your GP if at all 
concerned. More info: 

www.nhs.uk/conditions/
lyme-disease/

Christmas at Midsummer

Remember those Mistletoe plants, which 

featured in a festive winter edition of 

BBF? Well, they are flourishing, grown 

larger and already bearing green 

fruit. Which is quite a feat, given the 

Beast from the East and Storm Hector.

But the species of their host trees has 

remained a mystery. So two of us 

(Amanda and Abbie) went on a sortie to 

explore more closely. With the addition 

of summer foliage and berry sprays, we 

conclude that the Mistletoe plants are 

growing upon female trees of Black 

Italian Poplar (Populus x canadensis). 

cultivar not yet identified.



Out & About some more

Hi ho, hi ho it’s of to work we go… Sylvia B 
spied this merry band of volunteers on 
North Berwick Law recently. They were 
armed with tools, materials and purpose. 
What were they up to? Fitting a drop 
board for a sluice, of course! This will help 
control water levels in the marshy area to 
the north of the Law.

Benches – would you like one near you?

Some of you may have noticed that benches have bred along the Tyne from East Linton to Hailes

Castle, and even a seat at Pencraig Hill. The East Lothian Countryside Volunteers have helped to put 

the benches in place. Funding for materials and expertise has come from Dunpender Community 

Council, but labour has come from the volunteers to put in most of the benches.  The ‘bench’ project 

plan was to have simple benches on much used paths which fit in with the rural environment and 

some ‘seats’ (posh benches) in parks and close to roads. The aim is to encourage people to walk, sit 

and enjoy the wildlife and countryside they are in. 

Dunpender Community Council are looking for other sites locally where people would like benches 

within the area. Any ideas please contact Anne at annepearson144@btinternet.com.

STOP PRESS! Grayling butterflies are just emerging in East Lothian. 
The colony at Blindwells that was featured last month will be 
surveyed soon… thanks Abbie for photo and news.



A slight mound where the soil was drier was chosen as the new home for the birch seedling. I 
marked its position with a stake to help the mower avoid it. Over the next few years it survived the 
roe deer and the rabbits to become a sapling, growing slowly at first as it put down its roots. In 
1997, about five years after planting, I discovered its first caterpillar, a Peppered Moth. The female 
of this species lays her eggs in a batch, then the hatchlings spin long silk threads and float off on the 
breeze. 

Next spring there was more feeding damage to the birch, but it took me several days to find the 
culprits. They were four young Pale Brindled Beauty caterpillars that matched the slender twigs to 
perfection. Later in the summer a colourful Vapourer final instar was added to the tally. Both these 
species also disperse on the wind as tiny larvae. Perhaps the birch sapling was still too small to 
interest a female moth. That soon changed as the sapling became a young tree. The species list of 
caterpillars it had supported grew longer with every passing year. I did my best to find every single 
one. This had the potential for an interesting scientific study, but for one serious methodological 
flaw. The birch was growing so rapidly that soon I was unable to check its highest branches, and this 
difficulty would only increase. My pretentions of a formal study gave way to much more casual 
observations. It is fun to try and outwit a caterpillar’s camouflage strategies that have evolved over 
millions of years. 

Apologies to those who have already seen this article in Butterfly Conservation Scotland’s newsletter, 
but I thought it a nice example of how a simple action of preserving a small sapling can benefit wildlife, 
and how observing nature on your own patch can be a fun and rewarding (if you are that way inclined).  
Thanks to Butterfly Conservation Scotland and Roy Leverton for permission to reproduce it here.

The Birch Tree on the Lawn
Roy Leverton

When we took over a croft in Banffshire the garden 
had been neglected for years. While weeding an 
overgrown herbaceous border, I came across a birch 
seedling several inches high. In the wrong place, 
much too near the house – it had to go! But as I went 
to pull it up, my conservationist’s conscience pricked. 
Birch is a lovely tree and rather good for moths. Why 
not move it to a more suitable spot instead? 

Space was not a problem. Nearby was an area that 
had been used as a junkyard. Bits of old farm 
machinery, builder’s rubble and the like were slowly 
sinking into the soft earth, partly hidden by rampant 
hogweed, dockens and clumps of nettles. My plan 
was to turn this into a lawn. Not the manicured 
suburban kind – just something I could run the 
hover-mower over once a month to keep it looking 
tidy. I was gradually clearing the rubbish and 
smoothing out the bumps and hollows, a few square 
feet at a time. How nice it would be to have a birch 
tree on my lawn… 



One of my favourite finds is Iron Prominent, which always rests on
a half-eaten leaf, its own body mimicking the missing section. The
resemblance to a yellowing, partly withered birch leaf is most
effective amongst the fluttering foliage, if less so in a photograph.
The contortionist larva of the Coxcomb Prominent became another
regular on the birch, often near the very end of a drooping twig. No
prizes, though, for spotting a Grey Dagger caterpillar, since its
bright warning colours are designed to be seen. Other species have
been found just once, like the two extravagantly hairy Miller larvae
in July 2006, the only ones I’ve ever seen in the wild.

Since then the birch on the lawn has developed into a mature tree,
already over 25 feet high. As well as caterpillars, it has sawfly grubs
and spiders, froghoppers and aphids, ladybirds and lacewings. Then
there are the lichens and algae on its trunk and branches, the
occasional moulds and viruses on its foliage, and the rings of
various toadstools round its roots. If even my caterpillar monitoring
project proved too ambitious, a full ecological study of the birch
would have required a whole team of specialists from the seedling
stage onwards. Today, I can check only the lowest branches of the
tree for caterpillars. Yet it can still produce surprises. On the night
of 10 September 2017, for want of anything better to do, I shone
my headlamp on the birch. Caterpillars often show up well in
torchlight because this confounds their counter-shading, which is
based on the assumption that light comes from above. Sure
enough, two bright green caterpillars immediately stood out,
appearing almost luminous in the beam. Their identity puzzled me
at first, because it was too late for any of the species that they
superficially resembled. They proved to be Green Silver-lines, with
distinctive boot-like prolegs and a short crimson dash along the
anal claspers. This moth has only a handful of Banffshire records,
so to find it breeding in my garden was amazing. I could not resist
taking the caterpillars into protective custody to be sure of seeing
the adults in the spring. So my decision all those years ago to
transplant the seedling birch has proved a great success.

What wonderful returns from a mere ten minutes
work! Was I acting from self interest or altruism,
sentimentality or hard-headedness? Perhaps it was
a mixture of all those things. Not that the motive
matters to the birch tree, to the invertebrates that
depend on it, or to all the other creatures that
feed upon them.



The Last Page

Where in EL?
Two more photos.  Where were they taken?

Last month’s photos were of 
a sycamore tree at 

Yellowcraig and a toad 
warning sign at Barns Ness

© Alan W © Katty

Moths in the Garden
Meet moths up close and learn more about the different species. A monthly event in Haddington. 

St. Mary’s Pleasance, Haddington Sunday 1st July 10am
A FREE event organised by Haddington Garden Trust and Butterfly Conservation Scotland East Branch

NB If you plan to come, BE AWARE OF Edinburgh IRON MAN ROAD CLOSURES!!
For more information contact: mothsinthegarden@gmail.com

Common Blue Postcard Survey 
This year Butterfly Conservation Scotland are trying to find out more 
about the distribution of Scotland’s only widespread blue butterfly, 
the Common Blue. It appears to have declined over the past four 
decades in the whole of the UK, and a recent run of poor summers in 
Scotland may have resulted in yet lower populations. It can be found 
at many places across ast Lothian, so keep your eyes peeled for a 
small blue thing fluttering low over flowery vegetation. You can add 
your own sightings online here: www.butterfly-
conservation.org/scottishcommonblue

HIKE: Saltoun Circuit Sunday July 29th 10:00.  A circular 9 mile walk taking in the Pencaitland Railway 
Walk, Saltoun Big Wood and the Birns and Tyne Waters

Ranger-led Activities and Hikes Visit www.eastlothian.gov.uk/rangerevents for details and to book.

EVENT: Wildflower Wander Wednesday July 18th 19:00 John Muir Country Park. Learn about the 
folklore and old uses of local flora. Discover how to prevent snake bites, heal wounds and stop hay fever 
using the Doctrine of Signatures!

http://www.eastlothian.gov.uk/rangerevents

